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Member Privilege

St Hallett
The St Hallett story is rich with booms and near busts, dreamy visionaries and loyal workhorses, ingenuity and tradition. Throughout
the 70 year odyssey there have been a few unerring constants: an absolute dedication to the Barossa; a love of Shiraz; and a promise
to ‘do it once, do it right’.
St Hallett has been producing fine wines since it was established in 1944. All of the fruit used in every bottle of St Hallett wine is
grown, made and matured in the Barossa with some of the fruit coming from some of the oldest vineyards in the world.

St Hallett Old Block Shiraz 2009,
James Halliday 96 Points

St Hallett Blackwell Shiraz

An acknowledged icon of the Barossa, St Hallett Old
Block is an elegant and seamless Shiraz. Derived from
old vine Shiraz of 80 to 120 years of age, it is widely
recognised as world class. A wine to cellar and savour.

“An opulent Barossa Shiraz. It cries out
for a juicy steak - do yourself a favour.” Stuart, St Hallett winemaker since 1972.

Lifted floral spice of early-picked blackberry. The
nose indicates the textural layering present on the
palate. Palate: Restrained power and opulence
present from the rich fruit of blackberry and cherry
married to the subtle hints of cocoa and cinnamon.
The textured layering of fine-grained tannins from
carefully selected French oak, are wonderfully suited
to the vibrancy of this wine, which finishes with a
lingering velvet softness.

As St Hallett’s reserve Shiraz, Blackwell is
big and bold. It exudes all the power and
brooding density that the Barossa has to
offer. It’s all about optimum power and
concentration of fruit flavour.

The new luxury hotel Niccolo
unveiled in Chengdu IFS
The first hotel under Marco Polo’s Hotel Group’s new luxury
brand Niccolo has been opened in Chengdu in April. With its
establishment, Niccolo has redefined the standards and style of
high-end hotels.
Situated in Chengdu International Financial Square (IFS), in the
heart of the city, Niccolo’s main features include 230 stylish and
impeccably designed guest rooms, a unique oval-shaped venue
The Conservatory, as well as the Niccolo Ballroom, overlooking
the stunning view of the IFS Sculpture Garden.

Embark upon a culinary journey and discover the signature
Chinese restaurant Yue Hin and Asian and Eastern fusion
at Niccolo Kitchen, or taste the finest selection of teas at The
Tea Lounge, and then end your day at The Bar for one of their
timeless cocktails. Live the Niccolo lifestyle of “New Encounters.
Timeless pleasures.”

Jebsen Fine Wines is delighted to extend to Club Wheelock member the following benefits

Exclusive offer for Club Wheelock Members :

- Special discount rate of 20% off at Jebsen Fine Wines Online Shop

- Valid until 1st May, 2016, enjoy 15% off Best Available Rates, Restaurants and Bars.

- One free bottle of Penfolds Koonunga Hill Seventy Six Autumn Riesling 2012 (worth $226) with first order above $1,000

- To book, please call +86 28 6871 9820 and quote the promotional code “CWHK”

- Priority bookings to Jebsen Fine Wines events and priority access to exclusive and limited wines items

- www.niccolohotels.com

- Register Jebsen Fine Wines Online Shop at www.jebsenfinewines.com and input the customer code “WHEE2015” to enjoy
Club Wheelock VIP discount.

